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About This Game

Serafina's Crown is a fantastical, dramatic visual novel with branching storylines, a stat-based strategy game, and dating-sim
elements. In the game -- which takes place in the same world as Woodsy Studio's first release, Serafina's Saga -- you play as

Odell Perin, an inexperienced young woman who must navigate political intrigue, romantic confusion, and an ongoing murder
mystery while serving as Regent of Darzia. The branching storylines depend on your decisions: forming romantic relationships

with other characters, finding Queen Belatrix's killer, and determining the next monarch. The game also features a dynamic
debate system that allows Odell to argue certain points in court based on her accumulated stats.
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Key Features

Branching Narrative : Every decision made as Odell will change the story -- whether it’s getting closer to finding the
murderer, stabilizing the kingdom, or helping the next monarch rise to power.

Stats Management: Odell’s decisions will affect her stats, which will help her debate her beliefs in court.

Debate Mini-Game: The game features an entertaining mini-game where Odell (with the help from the stats she’s earned
on her journey) will debate a variety of topics to uncover new, important information.

Girl x Boy / Girl x Girl Romances: Just because Odell is ruling a kingdom doesn’t mean she won’t save some time for
romance :)

Voice Acting: Serafina’s Crown features a cast of talented voice actors that bring the story to life.

Story & Gameplay

The sequel takes place seven years after the end of Serafina’s Saga. Grand Prince Robil Feldren dies of an illness -- and a few
weeks later, Queen Belatrix Grandil dies in in the midst of a “hunting accident.” Serafina Elborn and her husband Reuben
Jeridar are poised to take the throne, except for one big problem: Many nobles suspect that Reuben Jeridar arranged the

assassination of Belatrix Grandil.

Players take on the role of Odell Perin, who is unwittingly thrust into a position of power. Due to her neutral stance, Odell Perin
is elected to serve as Regent long enough to settle the ongoing disputes -- and thus determine who will become the next King or

Queen of Darzia.
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Serafina’s Crown is a visual novel with elements of fantasy, adventure and romance. Every decision Odell makes as Regent of
Darzia will change the story arc to favor the different Gods. These decisions will allow Odell to get closer to solving the murder,

but they can also make things more complicated for the inexperienced ruler. . . .

The game also features a debate system that allows Odell to argue points in court based on the stats she has earned throughout
the game. Winning debates further Odell’s quest in finding Belatrix’s killer and choosing the next monarch of Darzia.

*WARNING*: This game contains mature content in the form of strong language and sexual themes
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Good game but some things are not finished : i could not buy the last upgrade. but for 0.89\u20ac I dont regret it at all.
Replayability is poor though, 3hours and you're bored, but that's ok for the price.. Masterspace has has a few challenges for me,
90% has been setting and windows related. The other 10% has been my timing.

But over all thsi game has been a joy to use, play and watch develop.

Glad to see it here on steam!. Sam and Max: Season two offers a greater variety of locales, but still maintains the gameplay from
the first season. If you're a fan of the series, season two is a no-brainer and a welcomed continuation of the duo. Season two now
supports widescreen resolutions.. Beautiful and flashy fighting game. Challenging and enjoyable system mechanics. One of my
personal favorites.
Traditional 2D fighting game

Large roster of well-designed archetypes
Normals gatling together, cancel into specials, specials cancel into supers.
Utilizing Drive meter\/MAX mode allows you to cancel specials into specials or supers into supers
Mid-fast pace. Dependent on matchup, neutral may be very meticulous, or very aggressive
High damage ceiling, large combo potential
Execution - can be demanding
Good music, great artwork, fantastic spritework, dazzling effects, good animation
Bad netcode. This game has potential except one major problem is it keeps crashing! Also seems to freeze when
I add wall attachments and doesn't seem to allow me to do so thereafter.. I am really digging this game. It is a
delightfully simple platformer that is amazingly forgiving: perferct for even the slowest child.

Astonishingly, it supports a variety of different control schemes mix and matched. (Any combination of up to
two keyboard players (same keyboard) \/two controllers, including a mix and match of the two). I am using a 360
gamepad, so I don't know how well third party controllers. Worst case scenario you could use xpadder or
something and map the buttons to keystrokes.. Not bad, buy it with the bundle. Other than that, it is not worth
buying.
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Hopefully Anna will get her own story mode in future update as soon as possible!. quot;renovation"

 I wanted to play more :( . The issues with this game are well captured on other reviews, I won't reiterate (I just wish I read them
before).

* No difficulty setting, game expects you to grind lower levels until you get what you need.
* No buying guide. Game allows you to buy whatever you want, and the the AI assumes you have what you need to deal with
rushes, not cool.
* Minimal to no strategy. It seems like you conduct the battle, the the problem is that a specific set of tools will work on a
specific level. Get in, get beaten, try again with a different combo, again, again, until you realize you don't HAVE what you
need, so GOTO 10; (grind)
* People put the gold challenges as a plus, but it isn't, because to get gold you need tools and tools cost apples and you get extra
apples by getting gold, so you either have what you need and breeze the gold or you don't. Helps with the grinding, EXCEPT
gold makes levels harder so it's not even grinding, it's hard grinding.

Would I recommend this game? No. If I do, someone will pick it up, get stuck at the 10th level or so, flip it off and go to sleep,
never to play it again. Why would I do that, when so many great games are on sale for less? And for what? I'm not condemning
the graphics, or the gameplay, or the music (fix that loop, BTW, at some point it just ENDS), I'm condemning the laziness of
the developers to put in difficulty, which is mandatory for casual gaming, and a mild hind on what should use for a particular
map. I don't have infinite time to waste on trial and error. Some people do. They play on Normal/Hard. I don't. I play on easy
with hints. In good games.. The translation leaves a lot to be desired- it's readable, sure, but if you're a native english speaker it
will completely stop you from enjoying the experience.. Everything is a JoJo reference. Drop Alive is a pretty good 2D
platformer. I enjoyed it quite a lot. You play as a cute droplet of water, jumping from platform to platform. You attempt to
avoid all spikes and lava pits:

PROS -

Free to Play
Good graphics and sound
Lag free
Easy controls

CONS -

Short, but very difficult at times

-===-

Overall fantastic game! 9\/10. A lot of game.
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